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LEARNING-BY-DOING,
AND INDUSTRIAL

MARKET
AND TRADE

STRUCTURE
POLICIES*

By PARTHA DASGUPTA and JOSEPH STIGLITZ
"Anythingthat we have to learn to do we learn by the actualdoing of it: people
become builders by building and instrumentalistsby playing instruments."
Aristotle, The NicomacheanEthics, tr. by J. A. K. Thomson, Penguin Books
(London), 1976, p. 63.

1. Introduction
is important in many industries, most especially
in the early stages of their history. Productivity increases are realised not
only as a result of the explicit allocation of resources to capital accumulation
and research and development, but also often as a by-product of the process
of production; that is, learning-by-doing.1
Learning gives rise to a special kind of intertemporal externality in
production. It was used as an argument for the protection of infant
industries, the idea being that in the absence of public intervention a
domestic infant industry capable of learning would be stifled by foreign
competition. (For an excellent presentation of the analysis and its limitations, see Baldwin, 1969, Wan and Clemhout, 1970 and Negishi, 1972).
To the best of our knowledge the literature developing the "infantindustry agrument" has supposed invariably that foreign manufacturers
form a competitive industry and that learning has ceased there. Thus, the
focus of concern is domestic learning.2 But the literature would appear to
have a central weakness: it has not explored how learning possibilities affect
the structure of domestic industry. Without some understanding of this one
cannot discuss appropriate government policies. The central purpose of this
article is to study this issue and to analyse a few distinguished industrial and
trade policies in the light of our findings.
LEARNING FROM experience

* Researchtowardsthis articlewas initiatedduringthe springof 1984,while the authorswere
Visiting Professors at the Department of Economics, Stanford University and the Hoover
Institution,Stanford,respectively,and it was completedwhile Dasguptawas VisitingProfessor
at HarvardUniversityand Visitor to the National Bureau of Economic Researchduringthe
springof 1987. We are most gratefulto these institutionsfor makingour visits both possible
and greatlyenjoyable, to Paul David for manystimulatingconversationson the subjectmatter
of this essay, and to Gene Grossman, Tim Kehoe, Kala Krishna, Eric Maskin, Hamid
Sabourianand Mike Whinstonand the referees of this journalfor their incisivecommentson
an earlierdraft.Financialsupportfrom the UK Economicand SocialResearchCounciland the
US National Science Foundation has made possible continuation of our research on
technologicalchangeand marketstructure.
1Empiricalstudies of learning curves include the illuminatingworks of Asher (1956) and
Alchian (1963) on airframeproduction,Zimmerman(1983) on nuclearpower technologiesand
Lieberman(1984) on productionand investment in chemical process industries.Hollander
(1965) has investigatedthe phenomenonof learningin the technologyof R&D.
2 We are confiningour attentionto that part of the infant-industry
literaturewhichbases its
argumenton learning-by-doing,and are ignoringother reasonsthat have been invoked,such as
inter-firmexternalitiesunconnectedwith learning, and labour and capital marketdistortions.
For a summaryof these argumentssee Haberler(1987).
(
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Learning-by-doing involves a form of sunk cost. Production, leading to a
gain in experience, is the cost which is sunk. Learning therefore manifests
itself as an irreversibility in production possibilities. A key to our own
analysis here will be a related feature, which is that unless learning spills
over completely, instantaneously and costlessly among all rival production
units, or unless at each date every unit faces strong diminishing returns to
scale in production at some output levels, there are social wastes in having
more than one production unit. In short, the industry is a natural monopoly.
To see this, suppose that an industry in which production units have the
potential for learning is socially managed. Suppose also that learning does
not spill over completely. Suppose too that the average production cost
faced by a production unit at any date is independent of its scale of
operation at that date. In these circumstances it is socially preferable to
have a single production unit producing specified amounts over time than to
have two production units, each producing half the industry output at each
date. The point is that in the latter case each unit learns less. This is a form
of dynamic scale-economies in production and it suggests that if the industry
were instead in the private sector it would assume an oligopolistic structure,
not a competitive one; at least in the initial stages, when the scope for
learning is large.
This much is plain enough. What is perhaps not so plain is the possibility
that firm-specific learning encourages the growth of industrial concentration.
To be specific, one expects that strong learning possibilities, coupled with
vigorous comptetition among rivals, ensures that history matters (see
Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969)), in the sense that if a given firms enjoys some
initial advantages over its rivals it can, by undercutting them, capitalise on
these advantages in such a way that the advantages accumulate over time,
rendering rivals incapable of offering effective competition in the long run,
unless they enter with technological innovations, or unless learning declines
in its vigour.3 Putting it another way, production of final output, one
imagines, can itself be used as a preemptive move on the part of a firm to
deter rivals from entering an industry or, in other circumstances, to make it
less and less profitable for rivals to remain in an industry. Putting it in yet
another way, 'learning' may well be used for the creation of entry-barriers,
(see Scherer, 1980, pp. 250-252), or in other circumstances be used for
discouraging rivals to remain in the industry. Whether this is a possibility
depends upon whether the scope for learning is large and upon whether
firms are far-sighted; but in ways that may not be obvious at first blush. The
point is that even if the scope for learning is large at initial stages it must
eventually become negligible: unit cost of production is, after all, bounded
3For a mathematicalexplorationof this view in a more generalcontext, see Arthur (1983)
and Arthur, Eromoliev and Kaniovski(1986). The late GunnarMyrdal,Paul David and the
late Nicholas Kaldor have emphasised this point of view in their writings on cumulative
causation occurringin certain kinds of path-dependentprocesses. See e.g. Myrdal (1957),
David (1985, 1987) and Kaldor(1985). The idea of cumulativecausationhas, of course, been
centralin evolutionarybiology. For an excellent account,see Dawkins(1986, chapter8).
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below by zero. Thus, if oligopolistsare far-sightedthe scope for preemption
on the part of advantagedfirms is low because disadvantagedfirms know
that if they are patient and produce enough there will be oligopoly profitsto
be enjoyed in the distant future. But if firms discount the future at a large
rate this argumentwould not appeal and the industry could then display
growingconcentration.
It is because of these presuppositionsthat one suspects in advance that
the analyses of oligopolistic industriesin the presence of learning-by-doing
in Spence (1981) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1983) are misleading. These
authors, first of all, postulate the number of firms in the industry. (Thus,
industrial structure is given and fixed.) Secondly, they study industries
where firms are identical. Thirdly, they restricttheir analyses to symmetric
market equilibria; that is, to equilibria in which oligopolists behave
identically. These, for reasons we have mentioned, might well be exceptional features and in what follows we will model the industryin a varietyof
manners to show that the existence of strong learning possibilities can
indeed result in the emergence of concentration.Thus, a centralpurposeof
the initial positive analysis in our paper (Section 4) is to show that
symmetricoutcomes in the presence of strong learningpossibilitiescan be
misleading constructs. In order to concentrate our attention on dynamic
scale-economiesoccasioned by the learningphenomenonwe will assume, as
in the worksof Spence and Fudenbergand Tirole, that at each date each firm
in production.We will investigatethe emerfaces constant-returns-to-scale
gence of concentrationin Section 4.2 with the help of an examplewhere, as
in Spence and Fundenbergand Tirole, we postulate that a given numberof
firms are engaged in quantity competition a' la Cournot. However, unlike
the previous authors we will suppose that one of the firms possesses an
initial cost advantage,possibly a small advantage.Our idea will be to show
that if the scope for learning is large and if firms discount the future at a
large rate, the initial advantagewill accumulateover time in a way that will
manifest itself in increased market share for the advantagedfirm. In these
circumstancesthe industry will experience growing concentration, leading
possibly to monopoly, (Proposition3). From the perspectiveof an analysis
of the evolution of such an industrythe assumptionthat firmsare identical
would in these circumstancesbe a bad one.
Now competitionis relativelysluggishwhen a smallgroupof firmscompete
in quantities. In Section 5 therefore we will study the consequence of
vigorous competition among firms facing learningcurves. The obvious way
to model this is to allow firms to compete in prices for a homogeneous
commodity,not in quantities.This will be the form of competitionassumed
in Section 5. In fact we will be concernedwith an additionalissue in Section
5, that of entry. We will begin, in Section 5.1, with the simplestcase, where
the numberof firmsin the industryis given. Firms will be assumedinitially
to face identical (unit) productioncosts. To one of them we will confer an
advantagein the form of consumer loyalty. This will be the source of the
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asymmetry.We will show that in dynamicequilibriumthe advantagedfirm
will be the sole active firm, constrainedto earn zero present-valueprofits.
The analysishere will be similarin spirit to that of contestablemarkets(see
Baumol, Panzer and Willig, 1982), but with an important interpretive
difference. Since our model possesses an explicit intertemporalstructure
occasioned by learning, the flow of profits enjoyed by the monopolist will
not be constant. It will sufferlosses in the early years in order to prevent its
rivals from producing, with an anticipation of future profits. Typically,
profits in dynamic equilibrium will increase over time, possibly rising
eventuallyto monopoly levels.
This feature deserves emphasis. In the presence of learninga monopolist
does not enjoy a constant flow of profits. The industryis not at a stationary
state. It follows that the fact that at a mature stage a monopolistis seen to
be earningpositive profits is not, on its own, a reason for supposingthat it
has always done so, in particularthat it has not sufferedlosses in the past.
As the analysisof Section 5.1 will show, the advantagedfirm in our model
will initially price its product below (current) average productioncosts in
order to assume monopoly status and reap monopoly profitslater.
A shortcomingof the model in Section 5.1 is that all firmsare assumedto
be in the industryin advanceof the analysis.In Section 5.2 we will therefore
supposethat the industrypossesses a single incumbent,the advantagedfirm.
We will ask if the threat of entry by rivals limits the powers of the
incumbent.We will note in Proposition5 that if entry on the part of firms
is literallyfree the outcome is not predictable.There are multipleequilibria,
ranging from the one in which the incumbent behaves as an unbridled
monopolistto that in which its profits, in present-valueterms, are diluted to
zero. We will then argue (Proposition 6) that this multiplicityis spurious:
the introductionof a positive entry cost, no matterhow small, eliminatesall
but the first as an equilibriumoutcome. The invisible hand is not merely
weak, it is paralysed.The industryis an unconstrainedmonopoly.4
Sections 6-8 are concerned with (second-best) welfare economics in the
presence of a learning curve. In Section 6 we will explore the kinds of
intertemporalcontractswhich, if enforceable, would allow an industrywith
free entry to sustain a social optimum. We will identify them but will argue
that the entire analysisbreaks down if there is the smallestof entry costs.
This then leads us to explore the effects of government regulations
(Sections 7 and 8). Learning-by-doingintroducesa classic tension in sharp
terms: unconstrainedmonopoly is not desirable for society, but oligopoly
may well be worse, because in the process of sharinga market firms learn
less and so future prices are higher. We argue that when applied to an
industryin which there are strong learning effects the per se doctrine may
well be undesirable.In Section 7 we will look at a few applicationsof the
4We should emphasizethat the fact that even a small entry cost preventscompetitionfrom
actuallytakingplace when post-entrycompetitionis expected to be fierce, is a generalresult,
unconnectedwith learning-by-doing.(See Dasguptaand Stiglitz,1987).
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doctrine to illustrate this.5 In Section 8 we will study a few distinguished
types of government policy in the presence of foreign competition under
several alternative circumstances. We will formalise a version of the
infant-industryargumentand will locate circumstancesin which a temporary
import ban leads to international Pareto improvement, (Section 8.1).
Finally in Section 8.2 we suggest that if a foreign industry enjoys strong
learning effects, stronger than domestic learning possibilities, and if
domestic productioncosts are high, and if domestic demandfor the foreign
producer's output is a large fraction of his output, there is a case for
temporary import subsidies. Such subsidies encourage greater foreign
production and thus foreign learning. This in turn increases domestic
benefitsfrom lower importprices in the future.
Despite the prevalence of learning-by-doingthe theoreticalliteratureon
its economic implications remains sparse.6Arrow (1962) and Kaldor and
Mirrlees (1962) used variants of the idea to construct aggregate growth
models of closed economies. In each of these contributionsthe economy
was assumed to be competitive. We will, however, note below (Section 5)
that this is a valid assumptiononly if firmscan learn costlessly, completely
and instantaneously from the experience of others; that is, if learning
spillovers are complete.7 This extreme assumption cannot be taken seriously. It flies against the face of evidence. Stated briefly our positive
analysis aims at studying the consequences on market structure of the
phenomenonof learning. Towardsthis we will, in Section 3 and 4.1, study
in turn the effect of learning on a socially managed and privately
monopolised industry, respectively. In Section 9 we will enumerate our
conclusions.We begin (Section 2) with terms, notations and so forth.
2. Preliminaries
A single homogeneous commodity can be produced by n firms, or
productionunits. Firms (or productionunits) are labelled i, j (= 1, 2,..., n).
The analysis that follows concerns for the main part, two production
periods, t = 0,1. The operative restriction is, however, not 'two', but
'finitelymany', for we will note in passingthat our resultsgeneralisereadily
to any finite number of periods. We want to distinguishthe early, infant,
phase of an industryfrom its later, mature,phase. The formeris one during
which learningis significant,the latter where in effect learninghas ceased.
5See Scherer(1980), Chapters19 and 20, for an accountof anti-trustpolicies in the United
States and in WesternEurope, and in particularof the per se doctrine,taken to be implicitin
the ShermanAct of the United States.
6For a general discussionof the issues that arise in the presence of learning-by-doing,see
Scherer(1980), pp. 250-252.
7To be sure, an industry containing a very large number of identical firms engaged in
quantitycompetitionwould be approximatelycompetitiveat a symmetricCournotequilibrium
even if learningwere firm-specific.But in this case no firmwouldlearnmuch, since each would
producea negligibleamountat each date.
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In order to concentrateon the industryin questionwe take it that income
effects are negligible. Market demand for the commodity is given in each
period by the downward sloping demand curve p(Q), where Q is total
output andp is the price at which the commodityis sold. (Nothing is gained
by assumingshifting demand). Furthermore,we suppose that the p (Q) ->0
as Q-->oc. We assume that p(Q)Q is strictly concave; that is, marginal
industryrevenue is a decreasingfunction of total output.
Let c8 be the unit cost of production for firm i in the first period. For
simplicityof exposition we take it for all i, p(O)> c' >p(oo) = 0. Learningis
based on productionexperience. By writingc' for the unit cost of firm i in
the second period (t = 1), we take it that

cl= VlQ +,CE Ql)
where Q8 (resp. Qj) is the output of firm i (resp. firmj) in the firstperiod.
Here, a?is a constant-the extent of learningspillover-and 0 - a?- 1. Since
there is learning, we assume that c'(.) is a monotonically decreasing
function,with c'(0) = c'. If a?= 1 learningis industry-wideand spilloversare
complete, as in Arrow (1962), Kaldor and Mirrlees (1962) and Stokey
(1986). This is far too extreme. At the other extreme is a?= 0; which means
that learning is firm-specific.This is a good deal less questionable. It will
transpirethat all of our analysisis invariantto a?, so long as a?< 1.
3. Nationalizedindustryand departuresfrom marginal-cost-pricing
3.1 Fully optimal pricing

Suppose that the industryis a nationalizedone. Assume first that losses
Q

can be covered by general taxation. Let u(Q) = f p(Q) dQ and, withoutloss
of generality let the social discount rate be nil. Assume for simplicityof
exposition that all potential units are identical. If spilloversare incomplete
(i.e. a?< 1) there ought obviously to be only one productionunit, to take
full advantageof learning. If a?= 1 it does not matterhow many production
units there are. Thereforewe may as well assume there is only one.
The problem is then to choose Q0 and Q, (output levels at t = 0 and t = 1
respectively)so as to maximize
0

u(QO) - coQo + U(Q1) - Ci(Qo)Qi.

(1)

In what follows we will assume that this, and the monopolist'sproblem in
Section 4, have bounded solutions. A sufficientcondition for this is that
c1(oo)> 0. Given this, maximisationof (1) yields the necessaryconditionsfor
optimality:
p(QO) = co + c1(Qo)Qi,
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and
(2b)

= Ci(Qo).8

p(Q1)

Equation (2b) concerns optimal pricing policy in the mature phase.
There is no more learning. Marginal-cost pricing is therefore the rule. But
in the infant phase there is learning. And learning implies an intertemporal
externality. Equation (2a) shows how to internalize this. It says that as long
as there is a scope for learning the industry ought to price below current
marginal cost. The industry thus makes losses in present-value terms. The
optimal loss is covered by general taxation.
3.2. Optimal pricing under revenue constraint
Suppose that the industry must cover its losses over the planning horizon.
In particular, it is to "balance its budget". Then the problem is to choose Q0
and Q1so as to maximize (1) subject to the constraint

p(Qo)Qo - coQo +P(Q1)Ql - Ci(Qo)Qil

0.

(3)

Let A denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with (3). Then, by writing
is marginal revenue)-we can express the
m(Q) p'(Q)Q +p(Q)-(m(Q)
necessary conditions for optimality as:

p(Qo) - co- c1(Qo)Q1

=

-A[m(Qo) - co - c1(Qo)Qi]

(4a)

and
p(Q1) - ci(Qo)

= -

A[m(Q1) - c1(Qo)],

(4b)

or equivalently as:
p(Qo)[1 - AE(Qo)/(1 + A)]= co + cl(Qo)Qi

(5a)

and

p(Q1)[1 -

(Q1)/(1 + A)] = c1(Qo),

(5b)

is the inverse elasticity of demand.
where c(Q) = -p'(Q)Q/p(Q),
If the optimization problem (1) is a concave programme, constraint (3) is
binding. In this case equations (4a)-(4b) [and equivalently (5a)-(5b)] reflect
the Ramsey Rules for optimal departures from marginal-cost pricing. Given
that A > 0 we can conclude at once from equation (4b) that p(Q1) > cJ(Qo),
and therefore from (3), which is in fact an equality, that pi(Qo) <c0. In
other words, it is desirable to price the commodity above marginal cost in
the mature phase so as to cover the losses incurred during the infant phase
(equation (4a)) when learning occurs.
It is interesting to ask how the revenue constraint (3) affects optimal
output over the two periods. Assume that c1(Qo) is sufficiently convex so
8Primes denote derivatives.
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FIG. 1. Output levels of a nationalized industry with and without a revenue constraint.

that (1) is concave. Note then that if in the infant phase second-bestoutput
is lower than first-bestoutput it must be so in the mature phase as well. In
fact it is simple to confirm from equations (2a)-(2b) and (4a)-(4b) that
second-bestoutput is indeed lower than first-bestoutput at t = 0. Therefore
we have
Proposition 1: If a revenue constraint is imposed on a nationalized
industryit will reduce output in each period.
The content of Proposition1 can be seen diagrammaticallyin Fig. 1. The
bold curve Qo(Q1)is the solution of equation (2a), the dashed curve below
it is the solution to equation (5a). They are thus optimal values of QOas a
function of Q1, without and with the revenue constraint. Because of the
greater benefit to learning, the higher is Q1, the higher is QO.Equations
(2b) and (5b) can likewise be thoughtof as definingthe optimalvalue of Q1
for each value of Q0. They are drawn in Fig. 1, respectively, as the bold
curve Q1(Q0)and the dashed curve below it. The higher is Q0 the lower is
the marginalcost of productionnext period and therefore the largeris Q1.
The dashed curves are below the correspondingbold curves because the
revenue constraintimplies that for each value of Q0, Q1 is reduced, and for
each value of Q1, QOis reduced.
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4. Cournot competition among oligopolists and the emergence of
monopoly
We now turn to a private industry.The simplest case to analyse is pure
monopoly, the subject of Section 4.1. We will requirethe analysisfor later
purposes. In Section 4.2 we analyse Cournot-oligopolists.
4. 1. Monopoly

We consider a monopoly facing no threat of entry by rivals. We assume
that the capital market is perfect and (without loss of generality) that the
rate of interest is nil. For reasonsthat are identicalto those we raisedin the
case of a nationalizedindustrywe may take it that the monopolistchooses a
single productionunit. Thus, the problem is to choose QOand Q1 so as to
maximize:
p(QO)QO- coQo + p(Q1)Q1 - c1(QO)Q1.

(6)

This yields the necessaryconditions,
m(QO) = co + cl(Qo)Q1
m(QW)= c,(Qo),

(7a)
(7b)

which can, equivalently,be written as
and

p(Qo)[1 - C(QO)]= co + c1(Qo)Q1
p(Q1)[1

-

E(Q1)] =

c1(Qo).

(8a)
(8b)

Assume for the moment that c1(Qo)is sufficientlyconvex, so that (6) is a
concave function. From equations (7a) and (7b) we can conclude that the
monopolist produces more in the second period than in the first (see
Fudenberg and Tirole, 1983, p. 524). It can also be shown that a
monopolistproducesless than the first-bestoutput level in each period (see
Fudenberg and Tirole, 1983, p. 525). The question arises whether this
remains true if monopoly output is comparedinstead to output level in a
revenue-constrainednationalizedindustry.To answer this note from equations (5a)-(5b) and (8a)-(8b) that the second-best production rules are
identical in form to the productionrules of a monopolist, the differencein
content being that the planner in the nationalizedindustry acts as though
the elasticityof demand is higher. This allows us to assert
Proposition 2: A monopoly produces less than a revenue-constrained
nationalizedindustryin each period.
From propositions 1 and 2 one notes that learning is greatest in an
unconstrained nationalized industry. It is less in a revenue-constrained
nationalizedindustryand it is least in a privatemonopoly.
Two further questions arise: (A) would a monopolist ever price below
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unit production cost so as to reduce future production cost dramatically?
and (B) would a monopolist ever price the good in the second period in
excess of first-periodproduction cost? Answers to both are a 'yes' and,
instead of seeking conditions under which the answers are a 'yes' we will
merely formalize the questions, which will prove useful for subsequent
exposition.
As regards(A), define
V(Qo)

max {p(Q1)Ql - cj(Qo)Qj}.
Q1

(9)

Let Q1(Qo)be the solution of (9). It follows then that
V'(Qo) = -cl(Qo)(1(QO).

Now let QObe the solution of the equationp(Qo) = co. At QOthe gain in
currentprofit due to a marginalincreasein output is
,

M(Q ) - co= -Coe(

);

and the gain in the second period's profit is V('o(). We conclude that the
monopolistwill price below unit cost in the first period if
V (Qo) = -C1 QO)01(Qo)

> coC(Qo),

(10)

< Coe(Q).

(11)

and will price above unit cost if
(QO) = -Cl(Qo)Ql(Qo)

(B) is easier to formalize. From equation (7a) we observe that
m(Qo) = co + cl(Qo)Q1(Qo).

(12)

This yields the first-periodoutput, Qm, say. In other words, second-period
price will exceed, or will be less than, first-periodproductioncost, as
1(QO) > co,

(13a)

P(!O,(Qom))< co.

(13b)

P

or

4.2. Cournot duopoly

We assume that the market lasts T + 1 periods, where T is finite, but
possibly large. We wish to analyse competition in quantities. We may as
well assumethen that the industryis a duopoly. Extension of the analysisto
oligopoly is routine. In order to obtain explicit solutionswe assumethat the
marketdemandcurve at each date is linear. Thus,
p(Q) = A-BQ;

A, B >0

(14)

Furthermore,we take it that so long as production cost is positive, the
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learningcurve is linear. In short,
Ct= max {0. Co-

EQ' ),

for i = 1, 2, T ? t 2 1,

where / > 0
(15)

The learning curve embodied in (15) has two parameters,co and /3. The
former measures the extent to which learning will prove useful and the
latter the extent of the rate of learningpossibilities.(15) capturesin a sharp
way the idea that learning ceases after finite accumulationof experience.
Diminishingreturns to learning set in very dramaticallyonce unit cost has
fallen to zero.
Suppose one of the firms (say, firm 1) enjoys an initial cost advantage
over its rival. We want to study the evolution of the industrywhen the firms
behave non-cooperatively. Suppose first that T is large and that firms
discount future profits at a low rate. Then it is clear that in equilibriumthe
disparitybetween the firms will vanish in the long run. The reason is that
with finite output even the disadvantaged firm (firm 2) can reduce its
productioncost to zero. There are duopoly profits to be enjoyed from that
point onwards. With a long horizon and a low discount rate the presentvalue of such profitsis large. Clearlythen it pays both firmsto produce. In
the long run market shares will equal each other.
But what if the discountrate is large?The above argumentthen no longer
applies and the disadvantagedfirm (firm 2) may well choose to withdraw
from the market gradually as the cost difference between it and its rival
widens. Here is how this might happen.
If the discount rate is large each firm cares mostly about currentprofits.
Given that firms compete in quantities the advantagedfirm (firm 1) will
therefore produce more than its rival in the first period. Since the learning
curve is linear, the reductionin unit cost for firm 1 will be greaterthan that
for firm 2. Thus the disadvantagedfirm will continue to be at a disadvantage, in fact even more disadvantaged.And so on. The problem then is to
identify circumstanceswhere this leads to the growth of concentration.We
do this by studyingthe obvious limitingcase, where firms are fully myopic;
that is, where firmsdiscountfuture profitsat an infiniterate.
Let Q' denote the (Cournot)equilibriumoutput of firmi (i = 1, 2) at date
t. Assume that it is positive. Then, on using (14), routine calculationsyield:
=

[A + c2 - 2c']/3B,

and

Q

=

[A + cl

-

2c1]/3B

(16)

But from (15) we know that
ci=max[c_1-/Q-1,

0]

(17)

Assume that c' is positive. Assume furtherthat equilibriumoutput levels at
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t + 1 are also positive. Then it is simple to confirmthat
Qt+i = [9B2Q1 + lA2

5/3c' + 4/3c ]/9B2

(18)

= [9B2Q2 + lA - 5/c2 + 4pcl]/9B2

From (16) we know that Q1 > Q2 if c1 < c2 by hypothesis, Q1and Q2 in (16)
are both positive. It follows from this and (18) that
Qt+ /Qt+i > Q t/Q),

(19)

if c1 < c2, or in other words, that the concentrationratio increasesso long as
there is a cost differentialbetween the firms.
The foregoing analysisassumesthat both firmsare active at both periods.
Is it possible for the concentration ratio to go to infinity, with the
disadvantagedfirms leaving the industry?Here is an account of how this
can happen.
Let A = C- c > 0 denote the initial cost difference.For both of them to
produce at the initial date it follows from (16) that A + cl > 2c2, or in other
words that
A-cl

> 2A

(20)

Using (16) in (18) we note that
9B2Q2 = 3B[A + cl - 2c2] + /3[A + 4cj - 5C2]

(21)

But now supposeA - cl < 5A, which is perfectlyconsistentwith (20). Then,
while the expressionwithinthe firstpair of bracketsin the right hand side of
(21) is positive, that within the second pair of brackets is negative. If /3 is
'large', Q2 in (21) is not positive. But this is anotherway of saying that the
disadvantagedfirm drops out, it ceases to produce: the cost differentialis
altogethertoo much in the second period. We conclude with
Proposition 3: If firmsdiscountthe future at a high rate and the scope for

learning is approximatelyconstant, then so long as learning has not
ceased an industry will display growing concentration. If the rate of
learningis large then under certain circumstancesthe industrybecomes a
monopoly in the long run.
These possibilities are shown in the phase diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3
where, for convenience, we have assumed time to be continous. In each of
the figuresfirm 1 is assumedto enjoy an initial cost advantageover its rival.
In Fig. 2 industrialconcentrationincreases until firm 1 ceases to learn any
further. Firm 2 then catches up gradually-that is, industrialconcentration
declines-until it too ceases to learn. From this date the rivals produce
constant and equal quantitiesfor the market.
Figure 3 depicts a differentcase. Here, industrialconcentrationincreases
all the way to an eventual monopoly. In finite time the cost differential
becomes sufficientlylarge to force firm2 to withdrawfrom the market.
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9'The analysis readily generalises to many periods.
10It is easy to confirm that the arguments readily generalise to the case where there is
spillover in learning, so long as it is not complete. The analysis of this section is thus valid for
0 --::ar < 1.
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in price competition a la Bertrand. Since they produce identical goods the
firmsetting the lower price capturesthe entire market.The questionof how
they share the marketwhen they chargethe same price is more delicate. For
technical reasons (see footnote 11 below) we will make the seemingly
awkwardassumptionthat one of the firms (say firm 1) gets to supply the
entire marketshould the firmsset the same price. It would, on the face of it,
seem more reasonable to assume that the firms divide the market, say
evenly, in the case of a tie (see Section 7). But we want to introduce an
asymmetry among firms and some such notion as a form of "consumer
loyalty"is one way of doing it."
In what follows we do not suppose that the monopoly profit function,
expression (6), is necessarily concave. In order, then to characterise
(subgameperfect) equilibriumin this market, define
Qi(Qo)

arg max [p(Ql)

-

cl(Qo)Q1],

subject to p(Q1) c0.'2

(22)

Q1

Next, define Q* as the largest solution of the zero-profitcondition
p(Qo)Qo - coQo +P(Ql*(Qo))Qr*(Qo) - c1(Qo)Ql*(Qo) = 0.13

(23)

It is now a simple matter to confirm
Proposition4: The duopoly market possesses a unique subgame-perfect
equilibrium.In equilibriumthe advantagedfirm (firm 1) chargesp(Q*)
and p(Qj (QO)) for its product at dates t = 0 and t = 1, respectively, and
serves the entirely market. The rival chargesp (Q ) and co for its product
at the two dates and producesnothing.
Competitionfrom the rival drives the maximumprofitsof the advantaged
firmto zero. But notice that (22) and (23) implyp(Q ) < co. In other words
the advantagedfirm is forced to incur losses at the infant stage. If the price
constraintin (22) is not bindingthe producerearns monopoly profitsat the
maturestage.
5.2. Potential competition

What is the effect of potential competitionon an incumbent'sbehaviour?
To analysethis we alter the structureof the previousmodel and assumethat
before the duopoly game is played the rival is not in the industry. The
incumbent, by definition, is. Whether the rival enters is a matter to be
11If a 50-50 sharing rule is postulated an equilibrium in pure strategies does not exist. But an
e-equilibrium in pure strategies does exist and, in fact, the equilibria we will compute in this
section of the paper with the asymmetric sharing rule are approximately the same as
e-equilibrium with the symmetric sharing rule (See Section 6).
12 Q*(Qo) is a function-not
a correspondence-because of our assumption that (gross)
current revenue is strictly concave in output.
13 Equation (23) may have multiple solutions, since (6) is not necessarily a concave function
of Q0 and Q1.
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deduced. First period unit productioncost for the incumbentis co. Should
the rival enter in the first period it too can produce at unit cost co. If it does
not enter, by definition it cannot compete in the market. As before,
learning is firm specific.

Entry is free. But we suppose that exit is prohibited. (The reader can
easily calculate the consequences of making exist costless.) Moreover, the
rival has the option of entering in the second period should it not enter in
the first. (It can, to be sure, choose never to enter.) The moves are thus as
follows. The rival decides first whether to enter. Should it enter, the two
engage in price competition thereafterand in each period each of the firms
suppliesthe demandthe marketmakes of it. (We take it that the incumbent
captures the entire market at any date the firms set the same price. The
motivationbehind our imposingthis asymmetryis no differentfrom the one
in Section 5.1). If, on the other hand, the rival does not enter the incumbent
is free to act as a monopolist. However, the rival has the option of entering
at the start of the second period. Should it choose to enter, the two then
engage in price competition. (But note that in this case the rivalsuffersfrom
a cost disadvantage,since its unit cost of productionis still co.)14 If the rival
refrainsfrom enteringeven in the second period the incumbentis free to act
as a monopolistonce again.
The centralresult, which is as simple to prove as Proposition4, is this.
Proposition5: If entry is free the marketpossesses three subgame-perfect
equilibria:
(i) an instant-entryequilibrium,where the rival enters at once;
(ii) a delayed-entryequilibrium,where the rival enters at the start of the
second period; and
(iii) a no-entryequilibrium.
The rival earns nothing and produces nothing in any equilibrium. The
incumbentcan rank equilibria,preferringmost of all (iii) and least of all (i),
where it earns nothing.
We now proceed to characterizeequilibrium,and the resultingprofitsthe
firmsearn in each equilibrium.To do this, define
Qo**=-max [arg max [p(Qo)Qo
Q0

-

coQo

+P(Ql*(Qo))Ql*(Qo) - Ci(Qo)Ql*(Qo)]

(24)

where Q* (Qo) is defined in (22). Next, denote as Q' and Q7 the solution
14
Bhattacharya(1984) analysesa contrastingcase, where the potentialentrantcan invest to
reduceits productioncost prior to entry.
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of equations (8a) and (8b)-monopolyoutput levels in the two periods. It is
then simple to confirm that at the no-entry equilibriumthe incumbent's
strategyis to chargep(Q ) for its productin the first period and announce
its intentionto chargep(Qr) in the second period should the rivalnot enter
and charge p(Q*(Q')) should the rival choose to enter. At the no-entry
equilibriumthe rival does not enter and so the incumbentearns monopoly
profits.
Similarly,it is simple to confirmthat at the delayed-entryequilibriumthe
incumbentsets its price equal to p(Q**) in the first period and announces
its intention of chargingp(Q7(Q**)) in the second period should the rival
enter in the second period and to charge the second period monopoly price
should the rival not enter. The rival's strategy is to enter in the second
period and charge co. Finally, the strategies supportingthe instant-entry
equilibriumare identicalto those describedin Proposition4. The remaining
parts of Proposition5 are equally simple to confirm.'5
How is the analysis affected if the number of periods exceeds two? Not
much. If there are T periods, and if learning never ceases, then with free
entry there are T + 1 subgame-perfectequilibriain each of which the rival
earns nothing, as in Proposition 5, and which can be ranked by the
incumbent,with the no-entryequilibriumbeing the most preferredone.
We conclude therefore that potential entry is not potent enough to ensure
that the incumbent'sprofitsare driven to zero. In fact however one suspects
that the no-entry equilibriumis the only one which should command our
attention, a suspicion which is confirmed if we assume that entry is not
costless. So we suppose that the rival must incur a (sunk) cost, k(> 0) in
order to enter. We can now easily confirm
Proposition6: The market possesses a unique equilibriumif the rival has
to bear a cost for entry. In equilibriumthe rival does not enter and the
incumbentacts as an unconstrainedmonopolist.16
Proposition6 displaysin a sharpform the idea that an initial advantagecan
be decisive in the long run. The sharpnessis due to the postulate of price
competition among firms involved in the production of a homogeneous
commodity. If the commodities are not homogeneous one would require a
non-negligibleentry cost to eliminate all equilibriaother than the one in
which the rival never enters.

15 If inequality (13b) holds, then in terms of profits to the incumbent there is no difference
between the delayed-entry and no-entry equilibria, because in this case the constraint in (14) is
not binding when Q' = Q0. If on the other hand (13a) holds this is not so, and the incumbent
earns less at a delayed-entry equilibrium.
16 Speaking formally, a small entry cost is a means by which one can eliminate what are really
implausible equilibria. In our present model it eliminates the instant-entry and the delayedentry strategies on the part of the rival as equilibrium strategies. It serves much the same role
as would certain types of "trembling-hand" on the part of the incumbent.
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6. Long term contracts
The discussionin the previous section has establishedtwo central points.
First, in the presence of entry costs potential competitionposes no threat to
an incumbentwhen, as in our model, post-entrycompetitionis expected to
be fierce. (The more fierce post-entry competition is expected to be, the
smaller is the entry cost that is sufficient to act as a barrier to entry).
Second, even the zero-profitoutcome of the instant-entryequilibriumhas
nothing obvious to commend it; it would not sustain the revenueconstrainedoptimumof Section 3.2. We now take up this second point, and
see that what prevents the instant entry equilibriumfrom achieving the
revenue-constrainedoptimum is an absence of long term contracts. In the
next section we will look at the policy implicationsof the firstpoint. In what
follows we returnto the two-periodconstruct.
Suppose, as in Section 5.1, that both firms are already in the market.
Next suppose that individualscan sign long-term contracts. A firm would
then offer an individualprice quotationsfor both periods, and the customer
would agree (and this would be a binding agreement) to accept delivery
of so many units in the first period and so many in the second. The firm
offering the best contract would presumablyattract all the customers. We
now have to specify the game. We may, as in the previoussection, suppose
that the firmsmove simultaneously.In which case we need to assumeeither
that one of the firmsis privilegedand gets the whole marketwheneverthey
offer the same contract, or that one of the firms is not an optimizerbut is
satisfied so long as it is in the neighbourhood of maximum profit.
(Otherwisethere is no equilibriumin pure strategies.)Alternativelywe may
follow the contestabilitytheory route and award one of the firms the first
move, the other firm being the follower. In what follows we continue to
assume that firms move simultaneouslyand award one of the firms the
entire marketin case of a tie.
Suppose that all consumersare identical. They therefore agree on what is
the best contract. If firmscan charge non-linearprices the full optimumof
Section 3.1 will be sustainedat an equilibrium.Each firmwould offer to sell
the commodity at prices given by equations (2a) and (2b) and in addition
charge a fixed-fee just large enough to ensure that profits are zero. If
non-linear prices are not feasible, market equilibriumwould sustain the
revenue-constrainedoptimum of Section 3.2. Here, firms would offer the
Ramsey prices given by equations (5a) and (Sb).
Such long term contracts do not generally exist. But were they to exist
they would themselves represent a barrier to further entry for firms who
happen subsequentlyto develop a new and better process of manufacture,
or produce a better qualityproduct. In addition, one must not overlook the
fact that the signing of such contractsentails some (sunk) costs, and this, as
we noted in Section 5.3, is an importantbarrierto entry! We are then back
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with Proposition 6: entry costs, however small, are a barrier to actual
competition.
What are then the policy implicationsof this for an industrywhere there
is learning-by-doing?We turn to this.
7. The per se doctrine

Anti-trustpolicies have taken a wide variety of forms. But they would all
appearto flow from a common attitude, that if there is a single large firmin
an industry it must per se be bad. Unless there is complete spillover in
learning this attitude is questionable, because the industry is a natural
monopolywhen spilloversare less than complete and if there are insufficient
diminishingreturn in each firm. If learningeffects are significantmonopoly
is not necessarilythe worst form of marketstructure.Duopoly (or oligopoly)
outcomes may be worse for society: the infant phase of an industrymay be
prolonged. We conclude that a rulingwhich sets an upper limit to the share
of the marketthat any single firm can enjoy may be deleterious.
The foregoing discussionaddressedthe possibilityof welfare loss due to
the dismantlingof a monopoly. We turn next to another kind of anti-trust
rulingthat can reduce welfare. This is when the governmentconsidersa firm
to be engaged in predatorybehaviourif it prices its productbelow it current
marginalcost. Now, we have noted in Section 3 that a monopolist, even
when unconcerned about entry, may charge a price lower than current
marginal cost (condition (10)). The question is whether the regulatory
authorities can obtain information that allows it to distinguishpredatory
pricingfrom monopoly pricingin the presence of strong learningeffects. If
they cannot, and they force the monopolist to charge co in the first period,
entry would still be deterred if there is a small entry cost. So the industry
would remain a monopoly, the monopolist would earn lower profits and
would charge a higher price in both periods. (In the second period also,
because there would then be less learning.)The policy in questionhurts all.
8. Trade policies
8.1. An infant industry argument

The infant-industry argument begins, for the most part, with the
assumptionthat foreign producers are competitive and that in particular,
learning has ceased among them. So let c be the foreign unit production
cost. Assuming transportcosts to be nil this is then the world price for the
commodity. As before, let co be the domestic producer'sunit production
cost in the firstperiod and c1(Qo)its unit cost in the second period when QO
is its initial output. To have a pertinent problem we take it that co> c and
that there exists some Q > 0 such that c1(Q) < c for all Q - Q. We denote
domestic demand in each period by the functionPd(Q) and world demand
in each period by the functionpw(Q).
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We take it that there is a single domestic firm. (Proposition6 provides a
justificationfor this.) Will it be active if there is no governmentintervention? It will, if it can earn positive present-value of profits despite the
presence of the competitiveforeign sector. To formalisethis, write
jr

max [pw(Qo)Qo - c0Q0 +pw(Q1)Ql - c1(Qo)Q1]

Qo,Qi

subject to pw(Q0),pw(Q1)< c (25)
The domestic firm will certainly produce, and indeed monopolise the
world market-through limit pricingperhaps-if,r > 0. It will not produce at
all if ,r < 0. So let us assume the latter. Is there then a case for government
intervention?
Rather than explore optimum government policies we will in what
follows, ask under what condition a temporaryprotection, in the form of
import ban, is desirable. For simplicitywe will consider the case where an
import ban is imposed as an infant protection.17
Let Qd be the solution of Pd(Q) = E. Since ,r <0 we note that under
laissez-faire domestic welfare, S, is

S = 2[ud(Qd)

-

CQd],

where Ud(Q)=

Pd(Q) dQ

(26)

0

If an infant-industryprotection is offered to the domestic firm it is not
constrainedby the internationalprice when it produces for the domestic
market. Withoutloss of generalitywe can assumethat the firmdoes not find
it in its interestto compete in the internationalmarketin its infant phase. In
its mature phase it may, of course, wish to compete. If it does, it will
monopolise the world market. Naturally,we will consider the case where it
will wish to monopolise the world marketin the second period. Thus write

fr max [Pd(QO)QO- cOQO+Pw(Ql)Ql

- c1(Q0)Q1]

Qo,Q1

subject to pw(Ql)

S E.

(27)

Notice that Yrmay be positive even when 7ris negative. It follows from (27)
that the home producercan be coaxed into activity by a temporaryimport
ban if r > 0. In this situation the domestic producerduring infancy serves
only the home market and monopolises the world marketwhen it matures.
But does the importban increasewelfarewhen comparedto free trade?It
can. To see when this is so, let Q0 and Q1 be the solution of (27) and
consider circumstanceswhere the constraintin (27) is not binding; that is
pw(Q1) <c.

Thus there are gains to domestic purchasers in the second

period as a consequence of this protection, and this may be sufficientto
warrantthe protection. Formally, define Qd =pJ1(pw(Q1)) to be domestic
17 We

could as well study the desirability of a domestic production subsidy during infancy.
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sales in the mature phase following infant-industry protection. Then
domestic welfare, S, under protection, is
3 = Ud(QO)

-

coQo

+ Ud(Q1)-ci(Qo)Q

?

[vw(Q1)

-

-

(28)
Since Q1> Qd, there are circumstances where S > S; that is, where the
temporary import ban is better for the domestic economy than is laissezfaire. But p,(Q1) <E. It follows that foreign consumers also gain in the
second period as a result of the protective policy. We conclude that the
import ban is a Pareto improvement.
All this assumes that the domestic monopoly is unable to sign long term
contracts with domestic consumers. If it could, there would be no need for
infant protection, because the infant could look after itself. It is when for
whatever reason such contracts cannot be implemented that the case for
government intervention arises. In our example consumers stand to gain in
the second period from entry by the infant, but the infant cannot
appropriate the benefits. So under free-trade profits are negative for the
infant. An import ban allows consumers to pay for their second period gains
in the first period. We are not claiming that an import ban is a second-best.
We have merely sought the kinds of consideration which make a ban an
improvement on free trade.
8.2. Foreign learning and import subsidies
Thus far a variant of the classical infant industry argument. But it is not
unusual for a home country to face a foreign monopoly which is still
learning. Should the home government encourage domestic production?
The answer depends on several factors. If the domestic industry faces a
learning curve as well and, in particular, if domestic learning possibilities
are strong there is an argument in favour not dissimilar to the one we have
outlined in the previous sub-section. In addition, dependence on the foreign
monopoply means that such profits as occur in the home market are
repatriated abroad. As against this, we have to recognize that with an
international duopoly both firms learn less. This affects domestic welfare.
Consider the case where domestic production is far too costly. The
commodity has then to be imported from the foreign monopolist. Suppose,
to highlight the point we wish to make, the foreign monopoly is a
nationalised firm. Its production plan is based on national welfare and does
not include the welfare of the importing country. It follows that from the
point of view of the latter there will be insufficient learning. An import
subsidy suggests itself. If learning effects are strong enough and the
importing country large enough a judicious subsidy on imports would coax
greater production from the foreign monopoly and thus lower future prices
sufficient to justify it.18
18
Gatsios (1987) has developeda detailedanalysisof this possibilityand of the desirabilityof
customsunions in the presenceof scale-economiesin production.
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Often, one sees trade among differentiated products. Learning, as we
have seen, provides a reason why a firm inolved in production is a natural
monopoly. If countries are more or less equally placed in terms of the
ability to learn from the production of these differentiated goods there is a
case for each country specialising in some variety (possibly more than one
variety). The consideration outlined in the previous paragraph implies that
each nation ought in addition to offer an import subsidy on each variety it
imports, as part of a mutual agreement within a Customs Union.

9. Conclusions
Learning-by-doing implies dynamic scale economies in production. It
involves a form of sunk cost. Production during the infant phase assumes
partially the role of investment. Such sunk costs are discretionary. In this
paper we have analysed the implications of learning on the structure,
conduct and performance of an industry. Apart from any details that may
be of interest our main findings can be summarized as:
(1) There is a tendency towards the emergence of dominant firms-and
thus concentration-when learning possibilities are powerful. This is so
even when there is competition among rivals of near-equal strength.
(2) If the market is "contestable" the present-value of profits earned by the
dominant firm is negligible. But because of learning, time enters in an
essential way. Early losses incurred by the dominant firm are matched
by subsequent profits. Data on profits earned in the mature stage are
therefore not a reliable guide to the underlying characteristics of the
industry.
(3) The presence of small entry costs can ensure that the industry is a pure
monopoly; that is, such costs can render potential competition totally
ineffective.
(4) The per se doctrine is questionable when learning effects are powerful.
It may well be suboptimal to set a predetermined share of the market as
an upper limit for the incumbent.
(5) During the learning phase even a protected private monopolist may
wish to price its product below its current unit production cost. Thus if
an incumbent firm does price its product below production costs it does
not follow that it is engaged in predatory pricing.
(6) A large importing country may find it in its interest to impose import
subsidies if the foreign learning curve is steep and if domestic
production costs are high.
And finally,
(7) There are circumstances in which the traditional infant industry
argument is valid; that is, in which welfare is higher with an import ban
than with free trade.
University of Cambridge
Princeton University
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